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I. INTRODUCTION AND SUMMARY 1 

Q. What is your name and prior participation in this Docket? 2 

A. Steven T. Naumann.  I am the Vice President, Transmission and NERC Policy of Exelon 3 

Business Services Company (“ESBC”).  My background, professional qualifications, 4 

duties, and responsibilities are unchanged.  I previously submitted pre-filed direct 5 

testimony in this Docket. 6 

Q. What issues do you address in this testimony? 7 

A. I primarily respond to the direct testimony of Wind on the Wires (“WOW”) witness 8 

Mr. Michael Goggin (WOW Exhibit (“Ex.”) 1.0).  I also respond to the direct testimony 9 

of The Building Owners and Managers Association of Chicago (“BOMA”) witness 10 

Mr. Michael F. Cornicelli (BOMA/Chicago Ex. 1.0). 11 

Q. What conclusions do you reach in your cross-rebuttal testimony? 12 

A. While WOW witness Mr. Goggin presents testimony generically supporting wind 13 

generation, he has not conducted a specific analysis of the Rock Island Project (“Project”) 14 

to show it is needed to stimulate the construction of economic wind generation or bring 15 

its output to Illinois customers, to meet any renewable portfolio standard (“RPS”), or that 16 

the Project is otherwise necessary.  While BOMA witness Mr. Cornicelli states that he 17 

supports the Project, his testimony makes clear that such support is conditioned on the 18 

Project not increasing costs to BOMA members and other similarly situated end-use 19 

customers in Illinois.  The open issues and resulting uncertainty leading ComEd to 20 

conclude that the Project should not be approved at this time apply equally to the specific 21 

concerns expressed by BOMA.   22 
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II. RESPONSE TO WOW WITNESS MR. GOGGIN 23 

Q. Does Mr. Goggin (WOW Ex. 1.0) provide testimony specifically addressing whether 24 

the Project is needed to meet the Illinois Renewable Portfolio Standard (“RPS”) 25 

requirements? 26 

A. No.  His testimony contains no independent analysis specifically addressing whether the 27 

Project is needed to meet the Illinois RPS.  Rather, the vast majority of Mr. Goggin’s 28 

testimony recites selected results and data from studies and reports prepared by others 29 

regarding wind generation.  Also, as I will discuss later in my testimony, the Illinois RPS 30 

can be satisfied through the purchase of renewable energy credits (“RECs”). 31 

Q. Does Mr. Goggin provide an independent analysis of the Project? 32 

A. No.  The information provided in Mr. Goggin’s testimony is generic in nature, and does 33 

not contain any specific information to support why the Project should be built.  34 

Mr. Goggin provides many pages of testimony asserting that wind generation is “good,” 35 

but provides no independent analysis of the cost impacts of the Project on Illinois 36 

customers as opposed to other alternatives.  He refers to various studies and data 37 

regarding the amount of potential wind generation in Iowa, South Dakota, Nebraska and 38 

Minnesota.1  He further testifies regarding the amount of wind generation in the 39 

Midcontinent Independent System Operator, Inc. (“MISO”) interconnection queue,2 the 40 

general advantages of wind, and the potential impact of wind generation on energy 41 

prices.3  However, other than some references to testimony by Rock Island Clean Line 42 

                                                 
1 See e.g., WOW Ex. 1.0 at 2:47 – 3:75.  
2See e.g., WOW Ex. 1.0 at 5:111-15, 5:126 – 6:131, 7:173-178. 
3 See e.g., WOW Ex. 1.0 at 12:280-294, 17:405-441. 
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LLC (“Rock Island”) witnesses,4 Mr. Goggin’s testimony is limited to references to 43 

studies conducted by others — most of which do not involve Illinois or PJM 44 

Interconnection, L.L.C. (“PJM”). 45 

Nor does Mr. Goggin provide any testimony comparing the Project to any other 46 

options with respect to wind generation or otherwise.  Mr. Goggin also provides no 47 

analysis or specific evidence of why, given the asserted advantages of wind, such 48 

generation will not be built and available to the ComEd zone without the construction of 49 

the Project.   50 

Q. Does Mr. Goggin provide any evidence that any of the wind generation he refers to 51 

will contract with the Project? 52 

A. No.  Mr. Goggin states that because there are large quantities of proposed wind energy 53 

development in the MISO and Southwest Power Pool (“SPP”) queues, this indicates that 54 

the Project “will connect Illinois consumers with large quantities of economically viable 55 

wind energy resources.”5  However, he provides no evidence of contracts between 56 

potential wind generators and Rock Island.  Notably, in the previous paragraph, 57 

Mr. Goggin states that “many proposed projects in the interconnection queue are unlikely 58 

to proceed to final development and be placed in service,”6 showing that at this point the 59 

proposition that the Project will connect Illinois customers with this generation is 60 

premature. 61 

                                                 
4 WOW Ex. 1.0 at 2:40-44, 10:233-237, 12:281-283, 20:476-478, 23:558-560, 24:573-577, 

25:613-615. 
5 Id. at 7:173-176. 
6 Id. at 7:163-165. 
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Q. How do you respond to Mr. Goggin’s statement that Power Purchase Agreements 62 

(“PPAs”) for wind in the “Heartland”7 averaged $50/MWh while those in the 63 

“Great Lakes” region average $65-$70/MWh?8 64 

A. The comparison of “average” PPA data says nothing about the benefits, or lack of 65 

benefits, from the Project.  Once again, the studies cited by Mr. Goggin were conducted 66 

by others and the comparisons are too generic; indeed, the studies average PPAs in many 67 

different states, rather than looking specifically at Illinois.  This is evident when, later in 68 

his testimony, Mr. Goggin testifies that the four-year average for RECs in the ComEd 69 

zone is $8.097/MWh.9  These numbers are far less than the $65-$70/MWh that 70 

Mr. Goggin cites for PPAs in the Great Lakes region.10  71 

Q. Does Mr. Goggin establish that the Project will help keep the cost of compliance 72 

with the Illinois RPS low (WOW Ex. 1.0, 22:538-39)? 73 

A. No.  Mr. Goggin provides no analysis to justify his statement that the Rock Island Project 74 

“helps keep the cost of compliance with the Illinois RPS low,”11 and does not identify 75 

what those costs would be in the absence of the Project. 76 

                                                 
7 The Heartland region includes Oklahoma to North Dakota and Missouri to Minnesota.  The 

Great Lakes region comprises Illinois, Indiana, Michigan, Ohio and Wisconsin.  See WOW Ex. 1.4. 
8 WOW Ex. 1.0 at 6:133-137. 
9 Id. at 22:517-519. 
10 Id. at 6:133-137.   
11 Id. at 22:538-539. 
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Q. Mr. Goggin states that the renewable energy resources which are required to meet 77 

the Illinois RPS must be located in Illinois or states adjacent to Illinois unless cost-78 

effective resources are not available in Illinois or adjacent states.12  Do you agree? 79 

A. While I am not providing legal opinion testimony, Mr. Goggin’s statement is consistent 80 

with my understanding of Illinois law establishing an RPS requirement as set forth in 81 

20 ILCS 3855/1-75(c)(3).  Section 1-75(c)(3) of the Illinois Power Agency (“IPA”) Act 82 

states: 83 

After June 1, 2011, cost-effective renewable energy resources located in 84 
Illinois and in states that adjoin Illinois may be counted towards 85 
compliance with the standards set forth in paragraph (1) of this subsection 86 
(c).  If those cost-effective resources are not available in Illinois or in 87 
states that adjoin Illinois, they shall be purchased elsewhere and shall be 88 
counted towards compliance. 89 

Q. Does Mr. Goggin testify as to any requirement that renewable energy resources be 90 

delivered into Illinois to meet the Illinois RPS? 91 

A. No.  While he testifies that other states in PJM (with the exception of Illinois, Michigan, 92 

and 50% of the Ohio requirement) allow renewable energy delivered anywhere within the 93 

PJM footprint to qualify,13 he does not address any requirement that renewable energy be 94 

delivered into Illinois to meet the Illinois RPS. 95 

Q. Do renewable energy resources need to be delivered into Illinois to meet the Illinois 96 

RPS? 97 

A. My understanding is that no such requirement exists.  Renewable energy resources are 98 

defined in the IPA Act to “include[] energy and its associated renewable energy credit or 99 

                                                 
12 WOW Ex. 1.0 at 19:447-454. 
13 Id. at 22:529-532. 
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renewable energy credits from wind” and other listed renewable resources.14  A 100 

“renewable energy credit” or REC is defined as “a tradable credit that represents the 101 

environmental attributes of a certain amount of energy produced from a renewable energy 102 

resource.”15  While the production of energy from a qualifying renewable resource is 103 

required to create a REC, there is no requirement associated with the Illinois RPS that 104 

such energy must be delivered into Illinois in order for the associated REC to qualify.  105 

Rather, as stated above, Illinois law specifies that renewable energy resources must be 106 

generated from facilities located in Illinois and adjacent states (or elsewhere (i.e., other 107 

states) if cost-effective resources are not available in Illinois and its adjacent states).  108 

Therefore, so long as the wind generation resources that the Project contemplates 109 

delivering satisfy the Illinois RPS locational requirements, those wind generation 110 

resources can sell RECs that qualify to meet the Illinois RPS regardless of whether the 111 

related energy is delivered into Illinois.  Accordingly, the Illinois RPS does not establish 112 

a need for the Project. 113 

Q. Mr. Goggin testifies that resources delivered by the Rock Island Project could come 114 

from South Dakota, Minnesota and Nebraska.16  Would delivery of such resources 115 

by the Rock Island Project change whether or not those resources would qualify for 116 

the Illinois RPS? 117 

A. No.  Renewable resources from states that are not adjacent to Illinois would qualify only 118 

if cost-effective renewable energy resources are not available in Illinois or adjacent 119 

                                                 
14 20 ILCS 3855/1-10. 
15 Id. 
16 WOW Ex. 1.0 at 7:173-178, 20:474-478. 
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states, whether or not those renewable resources are delivered into Illinois by the Project, 120 

so long as they produce energy. 121 

Q. Does Mr. Goggin discuss wind development shown in the PJM interconnection 122 

queue? 123 

A. No.  While Mr. Goggin addresses wind development shown in the MISO interconnection 124 

queue,17 he makes no mention of wind development indicated by the PJM 125 

interconnection queue. 126 

Q. Mr. Goggin, relying on a report from the American Wind Energy Association 127 

(“AWEA”), states that 3,000 MW to 4,000 MW of incremental wind capacity 128 

beyond that installed by the end of 2012 will be needed to satisfy the Illinois RPS.18  129 

How does this requirement compare to the PJM interconnection queue? 130 

A. First, there is over 2,700 MW of wind installed in the ComEd zone alone through the end 131 

of 2012.  This does not include any wind resources installed in the MISO portion of 132 

Illinois.  Second, there are over 4,000 MW of wind in the PJM queue with active requests 133 

to connect to the ComEd system.  Approximately 600 MW of this wind is under 134 

construction.  Another 2,500 MW is in the Facilities Study stage.19  Third, 135 

interconnection requests in the PJM queue for Indiana, a state adjacent to Illinois, show a 136 

similar amount of wind development; almost 4,500 MW with 750 MW under 137 

                                                 
17 See e.g., WOW Ex. 1.0 at 5:111-115, 5:126 – 6:131, 6:149 –7:178. 
18 WOW Ex. 1.0 at 8:203-204 – 9:205-206. 
19 Data on active PJM generator interconnection requests can be found at 

http://pjm.com/planning/generation-interconnection/generation-queue-active.aspx.   
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construction and over 2,000 MW in the Facilities Study stage.20  While I agree with 138 

Mr. Goggin that not all projects in an interconnection queue will proceed to final 139 

development, Mr. Goggin’s testimony totally ignores the wind development occurring in 140 

PJM and the fact that Illinois wind currently in the PJM interconnection queue is likely to 141 

provide some of the incremental wind development needed to satisfy the Illinois RPS. 142 

III. RESPONSE TO BOMA WITNESS MR. CORNICELLI 143 

Q. Does BOMA Chicago witness Mr. Cornicelli express support for the Project? 144 

A. Mr. Cornicelli testifies that “BOMA/Chicago is supporting this project to the extent it 145 

enhances competition, lowers costs to [its] members, increases reliability, and, to the 146 

extent that it does not increase costs.”21  Mr. Cornicelli also testifies that “if the Rock 147 

Island transmission line project suddenly changes their direction and proposes using 148 

traditional cost allocation methods, then BOMA/Chicago would not be providing its 149 

support and would withdraw it if necessary.”22 150 

Q. Is BOMA’s position inconsistent with ComEd’s position that there are too many 151 

open issues to approve the Project at this time? 152 

A. No.  ComEd does not oppose transmission projects that are appropriately supported and 153 

meet applicable requirements.  While focusing principally on the cost impact to end 154 

users, BOMA takes a similar approach.  While BOMA decided to take a conditionally 155 

supportive position, BOMA’s view that its concerns must be addressed and its interests 156 

protected for a certificate of public convenience and necessity to be issued is fully 157 

                                                 
20 There are, of course, interconnection requests for wind submitted for other states in the PJM 

queue which Mr. Goggin’s testimony ignores. 
21 BOMA/Chicago Ex. 1.0, 3:63-5. 
22 Id. at 5:97-100. 
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consistent with ComEd’s position and approach.  The facts developed in the record show 158 

that there are real questions and legitimate concerns expressed by BOMA, ComEd, and 159 

others that have not been resolved.  The Commission should base its decision on the 160 

ultimate facts developed through the record in this proceeding, which show that there are 161 

too many unanswered questions at this time to approve Rock Island’s request. 162 

IV. CONCLUSION 163 

Q. Does this complete your cross-rebuttal testimony? 164 

A. Yes.  165 


